Appendix 1: ShareInvestor.com Portal Features
Enhanced Search Function
The Global Search Box reduces the time taken to access the information required to
make trading decisions and thereby allows investors to convert time into money. Stock
quotes have been added into the search results generated from the Global Search Box
to keep investors updated on the current share price. Additionally, the “Related Topics”
tab can now be expanded to prevent investors from missing out on certain information.
Stock monitoring
The Intraday Market Ticker allows momentum traders to search for intraday trading
action by displaying the significant trades of all the stocks listed on the stock exchange
in a single time-and-sales ticker. The total number of quotes has also been increased
from 20 to 100 so investors can now track significant trades for a longer period of time
and hence better read the market.
A new feature, Stocks Comparison, allows investors to compare the fundamentals and
financial ratios of up to 6 stocks and warrants at a time to aid them in making informed
investment decisions.
Stock portfolio
The Stock Portfolio integrates the latest financial news and corporate actions related to
each investor’s stocks, enabling investors to track the performance of their individual
investment holdings in real-time. Investors can now sort their stocks alphabetically or
reposition them through a drag-and-drop function. They will also have control over the
Auto-Refresh interval for static trading data as well as the column layouts for the price
and portfolio page, giving investors a more personal user experience.
ShareInvestor Forum (SI Forum)
Forum threads are managed by the administrator and arranged in alphabetical order of
the stock name. Not only does this prevent duplication and accidental deletion of stock
threads, it also ensures that investors are able to find the information they require easily
and quickly.
Real-time stock prices are also embedded into forum threads to keep investors updated
on the latest stock price whilst reading forum posts.

